Commercial ship tracks the Gulf’s hurricane heat potential
M/V Bulk Xaymaca to track ocean conditions across the Loop Current on its regular route between Jamaica and New Orleans

Op-Ed: Turning the tide against climate change
WHOI President Peter de Menocal reflects on the possibilities in ocean-based carbon dioxide removal

“Alvin Diving”: What it takes to get into the water
Scientists can wait years before their first Alvin dive. Here’s an inside look into the hours before the big dunk

Ocean discoveries challenge long-held truths about life
New findings show that the ocean is much more intertwined with our lives than we imagined

Image of the week: The voracious zoarcid fish
This hydrothermal vent resident is an opportunistic hunter, dining on crabs, amphipods, and limpets

SMITHSONIAN MAGAZINE
Watch Thousands of Beluga Whales Migrate From the Arctic

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
Want to help California’s kelp forests? Eat sea urchins.

THE NEW VIRGINIAN
Acoustic buoy deploys off the Virginia coast to protect endangered whales

THE NEW YORK TIMES
It Looks Awkward, but This Fish Has a Secret Glow

THE MONTEREY HERALD
What does it look like when an ecosystem collapses? Kelp can tell

Where are WHOI Ships Now?
START TRACKING →